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We are pleased to provide you with the summary results of our 2019 Thoroughbred Farm 
Operations survey. This survey focuses on operational matters for Thoroughbred horse 
farms throughout the United States and Canada. We hope that these compiled results 
will be a helpful tool for you to use in conducting your business throughout the year.

We would like to thank the NTRA for assisting us to expand this survey 
nationally. We also thank those who responded for participating, as it is these 
responses that continue to make this survey useful.

As always, we welcome your feedback and suggestions for future survey topics.

Sincerely,

Jen Shah & Melissa Hicks
Dean Dorton Equine Team
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

220 farms across North America participated 
in this survey. The most populous states, in 
terms of farms participating in the survey, were 
California, Florida, Kentucky, and Virginia.

0.5%
Arkansas
Georgia
Idaho
Minnesota
New Jersey
Ohio
Pennsylvania
West Virgiania

1%
Alabama
Louisiana
North Carolina
Oregon
Washington
Manitoba CA

2%
Maryland
Alberta CA
Ontario CA

3%
Texas

4%
New York

9%
California

14%
Virginia

15%
Florida

39%
Kentucky

Low number of 
respondents

High number of 
respondents

Most responding farms have, on average, fewer than five full-time (year-round) employees.6060+23++23+66++77+4+416 to 25 6%

More than 50

Fewer than 5

5 to 15

26 to 50 7%

23%

60%

4%

The responding farms range in size from 1 acre to 4,250 acres, with an average of 85% used acreage per farm.

10% of farms have 1,000 or more acres.

90% of farms have fewer 
than 1,000 acres.

Minimum: 1 acre

Average: 332 acres

Maximum: 4,250 acres

No response

19%

15%

39% 14%
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

About half of the responding farms have stallions, while nearly all of the responding farms have mares 
and foals. The breakdown of stallions, mares, and foals maintained per full-time groom is:

1-5 horses

6-10 horses

11-15 horses

16-20 horses

21-25 horses

More than 25 horses

6767++1515+7++7+22++22++77 67%

2%

15%

7%

2%

Stallions

7%

1-5 horses

6-10 horses

11-15 horses

16-20 horses

21-25 horses

More than 25 horses
3737++2929+13++13+88++55++88 37%

8%

29%

13%

5%

Mares

8%

1-5 horses

6-10 horses

11-15 horses

16-20 horses

21-25 horses

More than 25 horses

4646++2626+12++12+55++55++66 46%

5%

26%

12%

5%

Foals

6%

4040++606040% of responding farms have stallions.

9494++6694% of responding farms have mares.

9393++7793% of responding farms have foals.
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Half of respondents most recently adjusted their standard daily board rates within the last two years, 
while 13% adjusted these rates more than seven years ago.2626++44+4++4+1616+10++10+38+38+5454++484813%

2% 2%

8%

Before
2013

2013 2014 2015 2016 20182017 2019

5%

19%

27%

24%

BOARDING AND BOARD RATES6767++1515+7++7+22++22++773737++2929+13++13+88++55++884646++2626+12++12+55++55++66
of responding farms board horses. The next few pages 
cover these respondents' survey results on boarding.Two-thirds

of these farms require their boarding clients 
to maintain a deposit or retainer with them.9%

Most of the responding farms (92%) adjust board rates as needed. Only 7% of the respondents adjust 
rates annually, while the remaining 1% adjust them bi-annually.6868++3232 9494++6632%

68%
of the farms' 

2019 board 
rates are 
the same as 

2018 rates.
94%

6%The remaining 32% of farms saw a change in 
board rates from 2018 to 2019. Majority of 

those farms' board rates increased. Increased

Decreased
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BOARDING AND BOARD RATES

Average daily board rates range from less than $15 per day to more than $70 per day. 77++1818+15++15+1313+18+18++1616++99++44$30.00 - $34.99

$40.00 - $49.99

$50.00 +

$20.00 - $24.99

$15.00 - $19.99

Less than $15.00

$25.00 - $29.99

$35.00 - $39.99

7%

18%

15%

13%

18%

16%

9%

4%
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The following are routinely billed in addition to standard board rates:8989++8585+75++75+4747+3++3+3+3+1010++55Registration Fees

Other*

Feed Supplements

Vanning

Farrier

Vet

Tack

None

89%

85%

75%

47%

3%

3%

10%

5%

*Other (bandages, dental, training, riding, 
foaling, sales, stud fees, major surgeries)
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BOARDING AND BOARD RATES77++1818+15++15+1313+18+18++1616++99++44 8989++8585+75++75+4747+3++3+3+3+1010++55
Most responding farms bill registration fees, farrier, tack, and vet at cost. For those who bill at cost plus 
mark-up, the mark-up ranges from 1% to 50%, with an average of 15% mark-up. Some responding farms 
charge a fixed dollar amount, rather than a percentage mark-up, for certain types of services.

Cost plus mark-up

Cost

Registration Fees178
+

178
+2222 89%

11%

Tack156
+

156
+4444 78%

22%

Vet176
+

176
+2424 88%

12%

Farrier154
+

154
+4646 77%

23%

For those items billed at cost plus mark-up, the standard percentage mark-up applied ranges from 
1% to 50%, averaging to 16% mark-up.
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PREMIUM BOARD RATES

Some farms charge an additional daily premium for seasonal or temporary boarding, mares with foals 
at their sides, stallions, and more. The following charts illustrate these additional premium daily board 
rates.

MARES WITH FOAL AT SIDE1717++3939+11++11+55+2+2++33++33++99++55++4+4+22$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

17%

39%

11%

5%

2%

3%

3%

9%

5%

4%

2%
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2626++1919+7++7+1010+7+7++55++1010++88++22++2+2+44$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

26%

19%

7%

10%

7%

5%

10%

8%

2%

2%

4%
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SEASONAL OR TEMPORARY BOARDING

22++88+5++5+1010+10+10++55++1010++1313++33++3+3+88++55++181822++44+4++4+1111+5+5++77++1313++00++55++5+5+1313++22++2929
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PREMIUM BOARD RATES1717++3939+11++11+55+2+2++33++33++99++55++4+4+22
2626++1919+7++7+1010+7+7++55++1010++88++22++2+2+44 22++88+5++5+1010+10+10++55++1010++1313++33++3+3+88++55++1818$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 - $43.99

$44.00 - $47.99

$48.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

2%

8%

5%

10%

10%

5%

10%

13%

3%

3%

8%

18%
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5%

STALLIONS22++44+4++4+1111+5+5++77++1313++00++55++5+5+1313++22++2929$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 - $43.99

$44.00 - $47.99

$48.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

2%

4%

4%

11%

5%

7%

13%

0%

5%

5%

13%

29%
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2%

BREAKING AND TRAINING
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PREMIUM BOARD RATES66++22+3++3+33+4+4++00++44++22++22++3+3+33++33++6565$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 - $43.99

$44.00 - $47.99

$48.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

6%

2%

3%

3%

4%

0%

4%

2%

2%

3%

3%
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3%

65%

CARING FOR HORSES WHILE AT SALE44++77+20++20+1515+3+3++66++77++44++44++3+3+1313++77++77$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 - $43.99

$44.00 - $47.99

$48.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

4%

7%

20%

15%

3%

6%

7%

4%

4%

3%

13%

7%
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7%

SALES PREPARATION

77++1111+17++17+1313+1+1++88++55++1010++77++3+3+99++33++66
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PREMIUM BOARD RATES66++22+3++3+33+4+4++00++44++22++22++3+3+33++33++656544++77+20++20+1515+3+3++66++77++44++44++3+3+1313++77++77
77++1111+17++17+1313+1+1++88++55++1010++77++3+3+99++33++66$16.00 - $19.99

$24.00 - $27.99

$28.00 - $31.99

$32.00 - $35.99

$36.00 - $39.99

$40.00 - $43.99

$44.00 - $47.99

$48.00 +

$8.00 - $11.99

$4.00 - $7.99

$0.01 - $3.99

$12.00 - $15.99

$20.00 - $23.99

7%

11%

17%

13%

1%

8%

5%

10%

7%

3%

9%

6%
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3%

LAY-UPS
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PREMIUM BOARD RATES

of responding farms charge board for foals not yet weaned. The most popular stand-
alone rate for foals not yet weaned, based on our survey results, is $5.00 per day.57% 77++1313+16++16+4545+5+5++1414$6.00

$4.00

$3.00

$2.00

$5.00

More than $6.00

7%

13%

16%

45%

5%

14%

While standard foaling rates vary significantly, the numerical average is the $350 to $399 range. 99++33+2++2+66+4+4++1212++1616++2020++44++15+15+99$250 - $299

$350 - $399

$400 - $449

$450 - $499

$500 - $549

$550 or more

$150 - $199

$100 - $149

$0 - $99

$200 - $249

$300 - $349

9%

3%

2%

6%

4%

12%

16%

20%

4%

15%

9%

Most responding farms begin charging for foals at the time the foals are weaned. 1818+84+84++4242+456+456
When weaned At birth

At 5 months Other

76% 14%

7% 3%
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BOARDING

25% of the respondents think boarding is profitable as a stand-alone business.

7474++2020+20++20+1414+6++6+8+8+8837%

10%10+ 10+2020++44++88++88 -15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%-25% -20%

%
 c
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4%

10%

5%

10%

7%

3% 4%

More 
than 
25%

4%
2%

4%

The majority of our survey respondents remained 
flat or experienced an increase in the number of 
horses boarded since last year. Only one-quarter 
of respondents saw a decrease in the number of 
horses boarded at their farm since last year.

46% of the respondents generally have excess boarding capacity.
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BOARDING

Most of the respondents have an average of between one and 20 horses boarded per day year-round, as well 
as boarded per day seasonally. The following chart illustrates the average number of horses boarded per day 
(including self-owned horses).

Year-round Seasonal0+68+32+26+18+22+4+4+4+2+4+16
0+68+32+26+18+22+4+4+4+2+4+16
28+76+40+16+4+8+8+2+2+2+0+14
28+76+40+16+4+8+8+2+2+2+0+14 2%

8%

0%

0%

7%

181-200 horses

More than 200 horses

161-180 horses

141-160 horses

121-140 horses

101-120 horses

81-100 horses

61-80 horses

41-60 horses

21-40 horses

1-20 horses

0 horses

1%

1%

4%

2%

8%

20%

38%

1%

2%

2%

2%

9%

34%

16%

13%

11%

1%

4%

14%
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BOARDING

of the responding farms have between 1 and 20 stalls for 
boarding purposes. Only one-quarter of the responding 
farms have more than 80 stalls for boarding purposes.One-third33+15+17+10+3+5+3+2+2+2+881 to 100 stalls

121 to 140 stalls

141 to 160 stalls

161 to 180 stalls

181 to 200 stalls

More than 200 stalls

41 to 60 stalls

21 to 40 stalls

1 to 20 stalls

61 to 80 stalls

101 to 120 stalls

33%

15%

17%

10%

3%

5%

3%

2%

2%

2%

8%

} of the responding farms 
have 80 or fewer stalls for 
boarding purposes.

75%
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SALES COMMISSIONS33+15+17+10+3+5+3+2+2+2+8 52% of the respondents charge a sales commission based upon a flat rate.

16% of the responding farms apply a sliding scale once a horse's sale price exceeds a 
certain dollar amount. This dollar amount threshold varies from farm to farm, and can 
range from $100,000 to $400,000.

Sales Commission Rates

99++66+70++70+11+1++1+13139%
6%

3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 10%

70%

1% 1%

13%

Of the farms who charge a sales commission based upon a flat rate, an 
overwhelming majority charge a 5% sales commission.
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SALES COMMISSIONS

7% of the responding farms charge a different commission rate to boarding clients for sales of 
horses. Most of these farms charge a 4% commission.

of respondents charge separately for advertising horses they are commissioned to sell. 

156156+108+108+336+336Just under half of the respondents charge either a fixed amount or percentage rate for horses brought 
back from the sales not sold.

No charge Fixed amountPercentage 
rate 2020++2121+3++3+1818+3+3++29+29+6688++1616+28++28+88+40+40

$1,200 - $1,3995.0%

$700 - $9992.5%

$350 - $6992.0%

$1 - $3491.0%

$1,000 - $1,1993.0%

$1,400 - $1,599

$1,600 or more

20%8%

21%16%

6%

3%28%

18%8%

3%40%

29%

What fixed amount do you charge?What percentage rate do you charge?

56% 26%18%

Half
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STALLIONS

2020++2121+3++3+1818+3+3++29+29+66
of the respondents stand stallions at their farm. 
The next few pages cover these respondents' 
survey results on stallions.

More than half of the respondents indicated that the number of stallions standing in 2019 versus 2018 
did not change.

2121++1717++6262 Increased

Decreased

No change

21%

62% 17%

One-quarter

27% of the responding farms with stallions indicated that one or more stallions moved to 
other states within the past year. Of these, half of the farms moved just one stallion 
and the other half moved two or more.

of responding farms ranked stand and nurse contracts as the largest number of 
contracts in the last breeding season. The smallest number of contracts issued was 
no guarantee.

Stand and Nurse

Out-of-Sales Proceeds

Mare Share

Foal Share

No Guarantee

Special Breeding Program

LARGEST NUMBER OF CONTRACTS

SMALLEST NUMBER OF CONTRACTS

61%
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STALLIONS

Most farms moving stallions sent the horses to Louisiana or Kentucky. The map below illustrates the 
states to which stallions were moved over the last year.

Respondents who moved stallions out of their home state to another state provided a variety of 
reasons for doing so. The most common reason is that the stallion was not commercially viable in its 
home state and was relocated to another market to increase bookings. Other reasons mentioned 
by multiple respondents are breeders’ incentive programs offered by other states, the stallions were 
better suited for the new region, and the stallions were sold.

Low number of 
respondents

High number of 
respondents

21%

17%

10%
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STALLIONS

8% of the responding farms ship stallions to stand in the Southern Hemisphere. All of these 
farms ship stallions to South America, while half ship stallions to Australia.

25%

25%

50%

50%

Argentina

Brazil

Australia
Chile 25% Uruguay
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SYNDICATED STALLIONS

One-third of the farms with stallions have syndicated stallions.

The timing of distributions to owners varies:

7272+246
+

+246
+102

+
102

+144144
+36+366%

24%

17%

41%

12%

Quarterly

Semi-annually

Annually

After breeding season

As they come in
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STUD FEES AND FINANCING

46% of responding farms with stallions offer discounts for prepayments of stud fees.

of the responding stallion farms experienced a change in 
receiving payment for stud fees this year: the majority noticed 
an increase in the time it took to collect stud fees due. 

2929++44++6767 Increased

Decreased

No change

67%

4%

29%

One-third
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INCENTIVE FUNDS

74% of the responding farms have received money in the past year from their home 
state's breeders' incentive fund, with about half of the respondents receiving up 
to $10,000. The following chart illustrates the various amounts of money received:

of the responding farms have received money in the past year 
from other states' breeders' incentive funds. The following 
chart illustrates the various amounts of money received:

49+16+6+5+2+9+3+10$40,001 - $50,000

$75,001 - $100,000

More than $100,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$10,001 - $20,000

Up to $10,000

$30,001 - $40,000

$50,001 - $75,000

49%

16%

6%

5%

2%

9%

3%

10%59+20+4+6+4+3+0+4$40,001 - $50,000

$75,001 - $100,000

More than $100,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$10,001 - $20,000

Up to $10,000

$30,001 - $40,000

$50,001 - $75,000

59%

20%

4%

6%

4%

3%

0%

4%

One-third

63+19+6+9+0+3
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INCENTIVE FUNDS

16% of the responding farms have received money in the past year from Breeders' Cup 
nominator awards. The following chart illustrates the various amounts of money 
received:49+16+6+5+2+9+3+1059+20+4+6+4+3+0+4
63+19+6+9+0+3$40,001 - $50,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$10,001 - $20,000

Up to $10,000

$30,001 - $40,000

More than $50,000

63%

19%

6%

9%

0%

3%
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FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

182182
++1818

91% 91% of respondents would consider their farm's financial reporting to be timely.

9%188188
++1212

94% 94% of respondents have real-time access to their farm's finances.

6%

7878++122122 39% 39% of respondents have a dedicated farm finance team.

61%

Nearly all farms (98%) are confident that their financial data is accurate when making decisions.
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FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

Three-quarters of the responding farms experienced no change in collections since last year.

1111++1515++7474 Collections improved

Collections slowed

No change in collections

15%74%

11%

About three-quarters of the responding farms experienced no change in payables since last year.

1515++88++7777 Payables going longer

Payables going shorter

No change in payables

8%

77%

15%

Two-thirds of responding farms indicated having borrowing capacity with their current financial lender. 
Most of these farms experienced no change in borrowing capacity since last year.

2121++77++7272 Capacity has increased

Capacity has decreased

No change in capacity

7%

72%

21%
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TECHNOLOGY

8888++312312

22%

22% of respondents have dedicated technology 
team members.

78%

42% of respondents utilize cloud-based applications 
(data files, finances, etc).

165165++232232

42%58%

94% of respondents indicated their office is set up 
for Wi-Fi.

376376++2424
94%

6%

Nearly all farms (89%) are confident in their farms' office technology setup and utilization.

Nearly half of respondents use either the on-premise or cloud-based version of The Jockey Club's horse 
farm management software. The on-premise version is more widely used than the cloud-based version.

2727++1515++5858 On-premise

Cloud-based

Do not use this software15%
58%

27%
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AUDITS

11% of responding farms have been audited within the past three years. The chart below 
illustrates the breakdown of areas in which the audits have focused.6767++4343+10++10+1414Sales tax

Income tax

Workers' compensation

Labor

67%

43%

10%

14%
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ABOUT DEAN DORTON

Located in Kentucky, known for its world-class horse farms, racing, and sales, Dean Dorton has provided 
accounting, tax, and business consulting services to the horse industry for over 40 years. Our clients 
cover a broad spectrum of organizations involved in the horse industry, from small boarding farms to 
large multi-departmental farms involved in boarding, breeding, selling, and stallion management; from 
racing stables to a racetrack; from bloodstock agents to equine veterinary firms; and from industry 
associations to equine insurance agencies.

Not all of our clients are based in Kentucky; horse industry clients from other parts of the country and 
from outside the United States also gain comfort from having our industry specialists work with them. 
As a firm, we endeavor to know the business of horses, not just accounting and tax rules relating to the 
industry. We accomplish this in a number of ways, including, most usefully, by working with our many 
clients in the industry on their business matters.

We perform a variety of services for our clients involved in the equine industry. And, we welcome 
inquiries, whether from new participants in the industry who want assistance in properly structuring 
and administering their stables or farms or from longtime industry participants seeking to improve the 
performance and administration of their operations.
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DEAN DORTON TEAM

The Dean Dorton equine team is available to assist you with your needs throughout the year.

Jen Shah, CPA
Director of Tax Services
Equine Industry Team Leader
jshah@deandorton.com
859.425.7651

Melissa Hicks, CPA
Director of Tax Services
mhicks@deandorton.com
502.566.1093

Doug Dean, CPA
Director of Tax Services
ddean@deandorton.com
859.425.7608

David Smith, CPA
Director of Tax Services
dsmith@deandorton.com
859.425.7773

Jason Miller
Director of Technology Consulting
jmiller@ddaftech.com
859.425.7626

Bill Kohm, CPA, MBA
Director of Assurance Services
bkohm@deandorton.com
859.425.7625

Lee Livingood, CPA
Associate Director of Tax Services
llivingood@deandorton.com
859.425.7688

Sherri Helmond
Manager of Accounting and  
Financial Outsourcing
shelmond@deandorton.com
859.425.7697

Nick Lynch, CPA/CFF, CFE
Associate Director of Business Consulting
nlynch@deandorton.com
859.425.7635

John Herring, CPA/ABV/CFF
Associate Director of Business Consulting
jherring@deandorton.com
859.425.7667


